
six starting points. 

The project is 

consolidated 

with a

personal

outcome

in a 

media 

of choice.
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Now where 

will your 

journey 

take you?

YEAR

YEAR

The Formal Elements of Art
Exploring drawing through the use of line, tone, shape, texture, pattern and colour. Previous 

knowledge assessed.

Abstract Ecosystems
Abstracting natural forms to create imaginary ecosystems within patterns and 

mandalas, whilst developing contextual studies in response to the work of Yellena James. 

Sea 

Monsters
Art for 

conser-

vation

using 

hybrid 

imagery, 

typography

The Mexican Day of the Dead
Exploring the artists, culture and symbolism behind the ‘Dia de los Muertos’ festival, to create a personal

and authentic mixed media response. Developing knowledge and key skills in drawing, painting, print and clay. 

Portraiture 

and Pop 

Art
Introduction 

to portraiture,  

exploring 

drawing 

strategies to 

create 

successful 

artwork (the 

grid method, 

using basic 

shapes, facial 

proportions 

etc.)

The Pop art 

movement and 

its artists will 

inform and 

inspire unique 

outcomes, whilst 

developing 

colour theory 

and 

application 

techniques, 

using paint. 

Shadow Boxes
Exploring identity, memory and the self through object and place, informed by the artists Joseph Cornell and 

Sophie Calle. Students are guided to effectively engage in the creative process, to create and sustain a 

successful and personal body of work.   

Natural 

Forms
Self 

directed 

project 

focussing on 

experi-

mentation. 

Developing 

confidence, 

knowledge 

and skills

across a 

wide range 

of art 

techniques, 

tools and

media.

Surrealism
Exploring artists and theories that underpin the surrealist movement, developing visual 

language to encourage thoughtful and symbolic artwork, with engaging concepts.

to the theme 

Deconstruct/

Reconstruct.

Consolidated 

with a 

personal 

outcome 

created in a 

media of 

choice.

Deconstruct/ 

Reconstruct

A self directed project, using the creative process to explore and realise a personal body of work in response  

Self Directed Project

A self directed project using a chosen theme from a choice of 

and sculpture, 

in response to 

the work of 

environmental 

artists and 

charities who 

challenge the 

impact of 

plastics in our 

oceans.


